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Abstract4

This paper is divided into three parts: First, it introduces the use of random sets for5

reliability assessment of components with rare failure events. The proposed approach is6

based on the use of operations defined in the random set framework (expectations, confidence7

intervals, etc.) to obtain upper and lower bounds and confidence intervals of components8

reliability without assuming any prior distribution about their lifetimes. Then, instead of9

using failure probabilities calculated directly from each component’s observation in order10

to obtain system reliability, we propose to construct pseudo-system observations directly11

from components observations in order to obtain the interval system reliability. Finally, the12

proposed approach is applied on the evaluation of reliability of large-scale systems with very13

large fault trees and censored reliability data by using Monte-Carlo re-sampling procedure.14

A comparison with classical probabilistic approaches is also done.15
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1 INTRODUCTION18

The purpose of a reliability assessment is to predict the probability that the system is19

operating during a specified time interval [0, t] (Barlow and Proschan 1975). The system20
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reliability is computed from the system components failure probabilities at a given time t.21

However, these probabilities can be difficult to be estimated in the presence of insufficient22

failure data (De Rocquigny 2008). This is particularly the case for highly reliable components23

with rare failure events (or zero failures). Furthermore, some rare failure events may cause24

major degradation in systems and should never be neglected during the system reliability25

computing process. In this case, the components failure probabilities are not only affected26

by randomness (aleatory uncertainty) but also by imprecision (epistemic uncertainty).27

Indeed, during the last years, the dependability and risk assessments community has28

recognized that there are different sources/types of uncertainties that play an important29

role in availability and risk evaluation (Winkler 1996; Aven 2011). The most common30

distinction is to divide uncertainties into aleatory and epistemic uncertainties (Apostolakis31

1990; Helton and Burmaster 1996). The former comes from the natural variability of a32

random event (for example failure or reparation of a component), while the latter represents33

the lack of knowledge. Aleatory uncertainty is often referred to as irreducible uncertainty34

because a better understanding of the natural phenomena cannot reduce it. On the contrary,35

improving our background knowledge can reduce our epistemic uncertainty therefore, we36

call it reducible uncertainty. These considerations have fostered the use of other alternative37

theories for taking into account both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties such as imprecise38

probabilities (Walley 1991), belief functions theory (Dempster 1967; Shafer 1976), possibility39

theory (Dubois and Prade 1988), random set theory (Matheron 1975), etc.40

The rare failure events problem considered in this work is the condition that there is41

no components failure observed in historical data (or only a very small number of failures).42

That is what we call components with rare failure events. We then have to raise the natural43

question: when a component has no failure, how can we consider its reliability parameters?44

Should we consider that its reliability is equal to one because the empirical estimator gives45

zero failure probability and zero variance. This is not reasonable, given that such highly46

reliable components are critical precisely because their failures are rare.47
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48

Indeed, the rare failure events problem is mainly caused by the following situations:49

• Small sample size: In many systems such as intelligent transportation systems, the50

sample size of some components is very small. For example, in case when the tested51

component is a new equipment, there is no previous test data for reliability analysis;52

some of the components are very expensive or the test cannot be carried out frequently53

due to some cost considerations. Using Bayesian estimates, we should make some54

assumptions such as the choice of prior distributions. However, prior distributions55

may introduce more uncertainty in the reliability estimation results.56

• Highly reliable component/system: For highly reliable system or component, the57

frequency of failure occurrence is very low so that a large amount of tests are needed58

to obtain one first failure observation, which is not possible due to limited test expense59

and time.60

The difficulty that some research found when estimating the reliability of such systems61

or components is mainly due to the non distinction between the following two types of62

uncertainties:63

• Aleatory uncertainty which is caused by natural variability of random phenomena64

whose behavior can be different even under the same condition. This type of uncer-65

tainty has been long time studied by probability theory and is often quantified by66

dispersion measures such as variance.67

• Epistemic uncertainty which is caused by lack of information. This type of uncertainty68

has been represented under framework of uncertainty theories by set-value measures69

such as belief functions, possibility theory, imprecise probabilities, etc.70

71

In this paper, we propose to estimate the system reliability (systems composed of com-72
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ponents with rare failure events) and its associated uncertainty by representing both types73

of uncertainties under the same framework without additional information (such as prior74

distributions). Random set theory has been proposed because on one hand it is a general75

form of random variable in classical probability theory so that several existing tools can be76

also used in our approach (expected values, confidence intervals, etc.); on the other hand, the77

probability distribution of a random set is measured by set-valued functions which fits the78

basic idea of quantifying uncertainty in many uncertainty theories such as belief functions79

theory and imprecise probabilities.80

81

The random set theory is a mathematical theory which can handle in a unique framework82

both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. It is an extension of probability theory to set-83

valued rather than point-valued maps (Matheron 1975). The random set theory was first84

applied in statistic (Robbins 1944) and stochastic geometry (Kendall 1974). More recently,85

the random set theory was also applied in problem inference from incomplete data (Horowitz86

et al. 2003). The authors considered that the bounds of population parameters can be87

estimated consistently by replacing the population distribution of the data with the empirical88

distribution in the functional that give the bounds. In (Tamer 2003), the author considered89

an example of an incomplete econometric structure which is used by economists to make90

simplifying assumptions and to avoid multiplicity. A bivariate simultaneous discrete response91

model which is a stochastic representation of equilibria in a two-person discrete game was92

studied. In (Tonon 2004), the authors proposed a rock slope stability analysis based on93

distinct element method and random sets input parameters (rock density and normal stiffness94

of joints). In (Oberguggenberger and Fellin 2008), the authors proposed another work for the95

estimation of reliability of structures using random sets theory and geotechnical applications.96

They particularly used random set models constructed from measurement data by non-97

parametric methods using inequalities of Tchebycheff type. In (Wang 2010), the author98

proposed another form of imprecise probabilities based on generalized intervals for reliability99
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assessment of systems. The advantage of using generalized intervals is the fact that they100

improve the algebraic properties of interval-valued probabilities and simplify the calculus.101

In our knowledge, the problem of assessing system reliability using random set expecta-102

tion and confidence intervals, observations of lifetimes of components (and the number of103

observed failures), structure function, and pseudo-system observations was never be tackled.104

This paper aims to overcome the problem of the computation of systems reliability in the105

presence of rare failure events by proposing the use of random set theory and thus obtaining106

upper and lower bounds of system and component reliabilities without assuming any prior107

distribution about failures of these components. Particularly, we will prove that the proposed108

propagating method based on random set theory is more efficient than imprecise probability109

approach based on Monte-Carlo simulations. The motivation to choose random set theory110

is due to the fact that random set theory is a generalization of classical probability theory111

on random elements(Goodman et al. 2006; Molchanov 2005; Nguyen 2006) which offers the112

possibility to express both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. Random set theory is not113

a unified framework for all uncertainty theories such as belief functions theory, possibility114

theory, etc. However, belief functions theory can be expressed formally within the framework115

of random set theory (Nguyen 2006). Moreover, random set theory can be viewed as specific116

form of imprecise probabilities (Walley 2000). Random set theory has been proposed in our117

work because on one hand it is a general form of random variable in classical probability118

theory which means that several existing tools can be also used in our approach (confidence119

interval, etc.); on the other hand, the probability distribution of a random set is measured120

by a set-value functions so that it fits the basic idea of quantifying uncertainty in many121

uncertainty theories.Thus, we are convinced that it will be interesting to introduce the use122

of such theory in reliability assessment of systems when considering components with highly123

reliable components. This allows one to use random sets as a bridge between uncertainty124

measures in decision analysis in the field of dependability.125

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the preliminaries about126
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random set theory. Section 3 introduces the proposed method for failure probability esti-127

mation of components. Section 4 constructs the propagation method to obtain reliability of128

systems from components failure events and details the complexity of the proposed approach.129

Section 5 illustrates a case study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach130

by estimating the reliability of large-scale systems with very large fault trees and censored131

reliability data. Section 6 concludes the whole paper.132

2 RANDOM SET THEORY133

In this section, we begin with reviewing basic elements of random set theory. Before134

introducing the definition of closed random set, we firstly review the definition of random135

variable on R. Then we introduce the definitions of expectations and confidence intervals in136

random set theory framework.137

2.1 Basic definitions138

Let us consider the probability space (Ω,A, P ), where Ω is the sample space (the set of139

all possible outcomes), A is a collection of events (each event is a set containing zero or more140

outcomes), and P the probability measure which allows the assignment of probabilities to141

the events such that P : A → [0, 1].142

Definition 1. A random variable (real-valued) on the probability space (Ω,A, P ) is a mea-143

surable real map X : Ω → R, where the property of measurability means that for every144

compact set K ⊂ R, the set {ω : X(ω) ∈ K} is an event in the probability space.145

In this paper, we consider only closed sets, i.e. the sets whose complement are open sets.146

Definition 2. (Matheron 1975) A random set on the probability space (Ω,A, P ) is a mea-147

surable map X : Ω → F , where F is a family of closed subsets of R, and the property of148

measurability means that for every compact set K ⊂ R, the set {ω : X(ω) ∩K 6= ∅} is an149

event in the probability space.150

Hence, random sets are random variables whose values are sets. In other words, the151

theory of random sets includes the classical case of random variables as a special case.152
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Definition 3. (Matheron 1975) The corresponding probability law (hitting probability) of153

a random closed set X is defined as T (K) = P{X ∩ K 6= ∅} for all compact sets K ⊂ R.154

Hence, we have T (∅) = 0 and T (Ω) = 1.155

Example 1. Let us consider a random closed set X with a unique element on R: X = {Y }156

where Y is a random variable on R. X is a (singleton) random set. For all compact K ⊂ R,157

the hitting probability of X is given by T (K) = P{K ∩ X 6= ∅} = P{Y ∈ K} which is158

exactly the probability of a random variable.159

Example 2. Let us consider a random closed set X defined as X = {x ∈ R|x ≤ Z} = (−∞, Z]160

where Z is a random variable. For all compact K ⊂ R, the hitting probability of X is given161

by162

T (K) = P{K ∩X 6= ∅}163

= P{K ∩ (−∞, Z] 6= ∅}164

= P{∃x ∈ K|x ≤ Z}165

2.2 Expectation of random sets166

This subsection introduces the selection expectation (also called the Aumann expecta-167

tion) which is the best and most used concept of expectation for random sets.168

Definition 4. (Aumann 1965) A random point ξ is said to be a selection of a random set169

X if P (ξ ∈ X) = 1.170

A random set can be approximated by all its selections. A random point/variable is171

called integrable if its expected value exists. The expectation of a random set is defined by172

grouping the expected value of all its integrable selections.173

Definition 5. (Aumann 1965) The expectation EX of a random set X on R is the closure174

of the family of all expectations for its integrable selections, i.e. EX = {Eξ|ξ ∈ T (X)},175

where T (X) is the set of all integrable selections of X.176
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Example 3. When considering X = {Y } as defined in Example 1, there is only one selection177

for X given by T (X) = {Y }, so that EX = {EY }.178

Example 4. When considering X as defined in Example 2. The selections are given by179

S = Z − s, where s ∈ R+ is a constant. We have T (X) = {S|S = Z − s, s ∈ R+}. Hence,180

the expectation of X is given by E(X) = {ES|S ∈ T (X)} = (−∞,E(Z)].181

2.3 Random intervals182

Definition 6. (Gil 1992) A random interval X of R associated with the probability space183

(Ω,A, P ) is a random set of R associated with that probability space such that it may be184

characterized by means of a 2-dimensional random variable (XL, XU). So that X(ω) =185

[XL(ω), XU(ω)], for all ω ∈ Ω, and it will be denoted by X = [XL, XU ].186

Let f(xL, xU) the joint probability density function of XL and XU , the expectation of X187

is given by188

E[X] = [E(XL),E(XU)] = [

∫ +∞

−∞
tfL(t)dt,

∫ +∞

−∞
tfU(t)dt] (1)189

where fL(t) and fU(t) are respectively marginal pdf developed from the joint probability190

density function f(xL, xU) (see (Matheron 1975)).191

Example 5. Let U1, U2, , Un be i.i.d random variables following uniform distribution U(0, 1).192

Let U(i) the ith smallest value among U1, U2, ..., Un, i.e. U(1) ≤ U(2) ≤ ... ≤ U(n). We193

aim to compute the expectation of the random set X = [U(k), U(k+1)], (k = 1, ..., n − 1).194

According to the theorem given in (David and Nagaraja 2003), the probability distribution195

of the kth order statistic U(k) is a Beta distribution with parameters k and n − k + 1, i.e.196

U(k) ∼ Beta(k, n− k + 1). Then, using (1) the expectation of X = [U(k), U(k+1)] is given by197

EX = [EU(k),EU(k+1)] = [
k

n+ 1
,
k + 1

n+ 1
].198

2.4 Confidence interval199

Consider a random variable X whose distribution depends on a parameter θ = (θ1, ..., θm),200

θ ∈ Θ ⊆ Rm where Θ is the parameter space. Let ϕ(θ) ∈ R a parameter of the distribution201

of X which depends on θ.202
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Given a certain number of observations of X, the random set C = [c1, c2] ⊂ R which203

contains the true value parameter ϕ(θ) is called a confidence set for ϕ(θ) at level 1 − α204

(α ∈ [0, 1]) if for all possible value of θ: P{ϕ(θ) ∈ [c1, c2]} = 1− α. Notice that here we use205

point estimate of ϕ(θ) to construct the confidence interval.206

Now we extend the use of confidence interval to apply on interval estimates of ϕ(θ).207

Let a random interval [aL, aU ] with known cumulative distribution functions FL and FU208

independent from all parameters θ such that P (aL ≤ ϕ(θ) ≤ aU) = 1. The confidence209

interval of ϕ(θ), C ′ = [uL, uU ] at level 1− α is given by210

[ûL, ûU ] = [F−1L (α/2), F−1U (1− α/2)] (2)211

where F−1L (α) and F−1U (α) are respectively the α-quantile functions of FL and FU (see (Math-212

eron 1975)).213

3 ESTIMATION OF FAILURE PROBABILITY OF COMPONENTS214

In this section, we will explain how to obtain upper and lower expected values and215

confidence intervals of components failure probabilities from observation data. Note that216

the state of a component will be represented by a random variable X ∈ {0, 1}, where 1217

and 0 denote respectively the working and failed states of the component. Thus, the failure218

probability of a component at time t given some observations O will be represented by a219

random variable P , i.e. P = P{X = 0|O}.220

3.1 Expected values221

Let us consider an observation pool O = {x1, x2, , xn} which contains n samples of a222

random variable X ∈ {0, 1}. The realization xi is equal to 0 if the component is down at223

the ith observation and 1 otherwise. We assume that we have observed k failures (k is the224

number of xi = 0) in the n observations of O.225

226

Theorem 1. Order statistics of the uniform distribution (David and Nagaraja 2003)227
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Let U1, U2, ..., Un be an i.i.d. sample from the uniform distribution U(0, 1). Let U(k) be the228

kth order statistic from this sample. Then, the probability distribution of U(k) is a Beta229

distribution with parameters k and n− k + 1. The expected value of U(k) is230

E[U(k)] =
k

n+ 1
231

Let PL = U(k) and PU = U(k+1) be respectively the k and k + 1 order statistics of the232

variables Ui. In this case, we have exactly k variables less than P = P{X = 0|O} because233

we have observed k failures, i.e.234

PL ≤ P ≤ PU
235

Thus, according to Theorem 1, we can write

PL = U(k) ∼ Beta(k, n+ 1− k)

PU = U(k+1) ∼ Beta(k + 1, n− k)

and the expected value of P is then given by236

E[P ] ∈ [E[PL], E[PU ]] = [
k

n+ 1
,
k + 1

n+ 1
] (3)237

Let p = P{X = 0}. According to central limit theorem, as the sample number n→∞,238

k → bnpc239

where bnpc denotes the integer part of np such that bnpc ≤ np ≤ bnpc+ 1. Then as n→∞,

PL ∼ Beta(bnpc, n+ 1− bnpc) PU ∼ Beta(bnpc+ 1, n− bnpc)
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E(PL) =
k

n+ 1
=
bnpc
n+ 1

E(PU) =
k + 1

n+ 1
=
bnpc+ 1

n+ 1

The epistemic uncertainty of P associated with size-limited observations O is quantified by240

|E(PU)−E(PL)| = 1
n+1

. The epistemic uncertainty converges to 0 as the number of available241

observations n converges to infinity.242

3.2 Confidence intervals243

Since PL ∼ Beta(k, n+ 1− k) and PU ∼ Beta(k+ 1, n− k), using Eq. 2, the confidence244

interval of P at level 1− α is given by245

[uL, uU ] = [F−1L (α/2), F−1U (1− α/2)] (4)246

Where F−1L (α/2) and F−1U (1 − α/2) denote respectively the α quantile of the inversion247

function of Beta(k, n+ 1− k) and the inverse function of Beta(k + 1, n− k).248

Then, we can write249

[uL, uU ] = [I−1α/2(k, n+ 1− k), I−11−α/2(k + 1, n− k)] (5)250

where Ix(a, b) is the regularized incomplete beta function which represents the inverse func-251

tion of the beta distribution.252

253

where Ix(a, b) is the regularized incomplete beta function which represents the inverse254

function of the beta distribution.255

256

The confidence interval describes the most probably field for P which takes account of257

both aleatory and epistemic uncertainty, so that the difference between uU and uL becomes258

smaller but does not converge to 0 as n converges to infinity (the aleatory uncertainty is not259

reducible).260

Example 6. When considering a component X, we have observed 20 trials among which261
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k failures (xi = 0) are detected. Using (8) and (5), we compute the expected values and262

confidence intervals of the component failure probability P = P (X = 0|O) as a function263

of k. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 1. The value |E(PU) − E(PL)| is constant as264

the epistemic uncertainty only depends on the amount of information contained in O (the265

number n of observations). However, the value uU − uL has smaller value when k is near 0266

or 1 because the aleatory variation of P is smaller with k is near 0 or 1.267

3.3 Expected values with uncertain data part268

In some reliability studies, the exact time to failure of some test components is unknown.269

In this case, the data are called censored. In this section, we consider singly-censored data270

which are more common in controlled studies. That means that all the test components271

operate for the same amount of time. Components functioning at the end of the study272

are considered censored data. Failed components are considered exact failures. Thus, we273

consider an observation pool O of the random variable X with precise value, and the fact274

that there are also n′ observations O′ = {x′1, x′2, ..., x′n′} whose value is uncertain because of275

censored time. We aim to provide some useful results related to these cases.276

277

Since X ∈ {0, 1}, without any assumption, the probability P = P{X = 0|O,O′}

P{P ∈ [P{X = 0|OL}, P{X = 0|OU}]} = 1

OL = {x1, x2, ..., xn, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n′

} OU = {x1, x2, ..., xn, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n′

}

Then P can be presented in form of a random interval [PL, PU ]: PL is the lower random

variable bound of P{X = 0|OL} and PU is the upper random variable bound of P{X =
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0|OU} so that

PL = U(k) ∼ Beta(k, n+ n′ + 1− k) (6)

PU = U(k+1) ∼ Beta(k + 1 + n′, n− k) (7)

3.4 Case of dependent samples278

Let us consider the case when the samples composed of the combinations of components279

lifetime observations are not independent because we use sampling with replacement for some280

components, and the considered sample size is much larger than the smallest components281

observation size.282

The samples become not i.i.d, and the proposed Theorem 1 (David and Nagaraja 2003)283

cannot be directly applied to obtain expectations of upper and lower random variables (order284

statistics) of the system unreliability Ps,t = P{Yt = 0|ÕWs}.285

In general, for samples not necessarily independent or identically distributed, Arnold and286

Groeneveld (Arnold and Groeneveld 1979) obtained an upper bound on the expected value287

of the order statistics. Moreover, Aven (Aven 1985) have also presented an alternative upper288

bound on the expected value of the highest order statistic. More specifically, in (Gascuel289

and Caraux 1992) the authors proposed a formula for computing general bounds of the290

expected values of order statistics, and particular bounds when considering variables which291

are dependent and follow some usual distributions such as uniform distribution, exponential292

distribution and normal distribution.293

Let us consider an observation pool O = {x1, x2, ..., xn} which contains n samples of a294

random variable X ∈ {0, 1}. The realization xi is equal to 0 if the component is down at295

the ith observation and 1 otherwise. We assume that we have observed k failures (k is the296

number of xi = 0) in the n observations of O.297

Theorem 2. Order statistics of the uniform distribution for dependent samples(Gascuel298

and Caraux 1992)299
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Let U1, U2, ..., Un be an i.d. dependent sample from the uniform distribution U(0, 1). The300

upper and lower bounds E[PL] and E[PU ] of the expectation of the kth order statistics of301

the variables Uk are given by302

E[PL] =
k

2n
E[PU ] = 1− n− k + 1

2n
303

In this case, we have exactly k variables less than P = P{X = 0|O} because we have304

observed k failures, i.e.305

PL ≤ P ≤ PU
306

Thus, according to Theorem 2, the expected value of P is then given by307

E[P ] ∈ [E[PL], E[PU ]] = [
k

2n
, 1− n− k + 1

2n
] (8)308

As we can see the lower bound of P for dependent samples is always lower than the lower309

bound of P for i.i.d. samples ( k
2n
≤ k

n+1
for all n ≥ 1) . Moreover, the upper bound of P for310

dependent samples is greater than the upper bound of P for i.i.d. samples if the size of n is311

high or the difference between n and k is important (1− n−k+1
2n
− k+1

n+1
= n2−2n−kn+k−1).312

We can conclude that, in general, when we consider dependency of samples, we obtain a313

more conservative intervals of system reliability.314

4 ESTIMATION OF SYSTEM RELIABILITY315

In this section, we will explain how to obtain system reliability estimates from compo-316

nent observations data by constructing pseudo system observations and using the parameter317

estimation method presented in the previous section. The following key assumptions are318

taken into account:319

• System and components are allowed to take only two possible states: either working,320

or failed.321
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• Component failures are s-independent. Failure of one component does not impact the322

failures of the other components.323

• The structure function is coherent. That is, improvement of component states cannot324

damage the system.325

• The components are not repairable.326

4.1 Basic definitions327

The state of a system is determined by the states of all its components using a structure328

function ϕ : {0, 1}d → {0, 1} so that329

ϕ(X1,t, ..., Xd,t) =

 1 if the system is working at t

0 if the system fails before t
330

whereX1,t, ..., Xd,t are random variables representing states of each system component C1, ..., Cd331

at time t determined by the lifetime W1, ...,Wd, i.e. for each i = 1, ..., d332

Xi,t = 1{Wi≥t}333

The binary random variable Yt representing the state of a system composed of d inde-

pendent components at instant t

Yt = ϕ(X1,t, ..., Xd,t) = ϕ(1{W1>t}, ...,1{Wd>t})

Let Ws the lifetime of the system given by

Ws = ϕT (W) = ϕT (W1, ...,Wd)

where ϕT : (R+)d → R+, for example, for parallel systems it takes the maximal lifetime; for
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serial systems it takes the minimal lifetime. Hence, we also have

Yt = 1{ϕT (W)>t} = 1{ϕT (W1,...,Wd)>t}

The system reliability Rs,t can be given by334

Rs,t = P (Yt = 1)335

= P (Ws > t)336

= P (ϕT (W1, ...,Wd) > t)337

We also recall that the system structure function ϕ is computed from minimal paths Pi

(minimal sets of components such that if all the components in the set are working, the

system will be in a working state) or minimal cuts Ci (minimal sets of components such that

if all the components in the set fail, the system will be in a failed state) as follows:

ϕX(X1,t, ..., Xd,t) = 1−
k∏
j=1

(1−
∏
i∈Pj

Xi,y) =
k′∏
j=1

(1−
∏
i∈Cj

(1−Xi,t))

where k and k′ denote respectively the number of minimal paths and cuts.338

The system unreliability can also be expressed according to the failure probabilities of

its components by the following formula

Us,t = R̄(qt) = P(ϕ(X1,t, ..., Xd,t) = 0) =
∑

x:ϕ(x)=0

d∏
i=1

qxii (1− qi)1−xi (9)

where qt = (q1,t, ..., qd,t) = (P (X1,t = 0), ...,P(Xd,t = 0)) = (P (W1 ≤ t), ..., P (Wd ≤ t)) for339

t ∈ R+.340

4.2 Pseudo observation construction341

Let OWi
= {w1,i, ..., wni,i ∈ R+} be an observation pool which contains ni i.i.d lifetime342

observations of component Ci, and suppose that n1 ≤ n2 ≤ ... ≤ nd (we consider a system343
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with d components).344

Instead of using failure probabilities calculated from each component’s observation pool to345

propagate to the system level in order to compute the system unreliability Us,t, our proposed346

idea is to build directly pseudo-observations of Ws by randomly picking one observation from347

each component observation pool OWi
, building a system composed of those observation348

combinations and obtaining a sample of Ws through function ϕT .349

It is easy to think OW, including all possible combinations of elements from OW1 , ..., OWd
350

with nC = |OW| =
∏d

l=1 ni elements, would be a choice for samples to build our pseudo-351

observation pool. But the observations combinations in OW can not be i.i.d. because some352

component observations may be used repeatedly. However, we will show that some subsets353

of OW, ÕW, have all their ñC elements (approximately) i.i.d.354

Consider that each combination wi = (wi,1, ..., wi,d) from the chosen subset ÕW ⊂ OW355

with ñC = min(n1, ..., nd) = n1, is obtained by randomly picking a sample wi,j from each356

OWj
, 1 ≤ j ≤ d, without replacement. There is no sample from each observation pool OWj

357

used more than once when constructing ÕW; nj − n1 samples from OWj
,1 ≤ j ≤ d are not358

used.359

Let ñC = max(n1, ..., nd) = nd. For each combination wi = (wi,1, ..., wi,d) from ñC , wi,d is360

given by randomly picking a sample from OWd
without replacement; wi,j, 1 ≤ j < d, is given361

by randomly picking a sample from OWj
with replacement because there are not enough362

observations. Although all the other components have less element observations than Cd,363

the number of repeated samples picked into ÕW is limited when the difference in sample size364

nd − nj, 1 ≤ j < d, is not very large.365

For n1 < ñC < nd. For ÕW having at least nmed observations where nmed denotes the366

middle value in the list of possibles values of n : {n1, n2, ..., nd}, each wi,j is picked randomly367

without replacement from OWj
; for ÕW having less than nmed observations, each wi,j is368

picked randomly with replacement from OWj
. It is more likely to be an identically and369

independently distributed observations than the precedent case with ñC = max(n1, ..., nd),370
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as less samples are repeatedly used and treated as new observations.371

In summary, the size of ÕW, ñC , is fixed between min(n1, ..., nd) and max(n1, ..., nd).372

For component whose sample size is smaller than ñC , component samples are re-sampled373

with replacement; while for those whose sample size is larger than ñC , component level374

re-sampling is without replacement.375

After all, the pseudo observations of Ws, ÕWs = {w̃s,1, ..., w̃s,ns} is obtained by applying

the function ϕT on each component from ÕW, i.e.

ÕWs = {w̃s,j : w̃s,j = ϕT (w̃j),wj ∈ ÕW}

where ns = ñC .376

Since all observations in ÕW are i.i.d, the pseudo observations in ÕWs of Ws are also seen377

as (approximately) independent and identically distributed ones.378

4.3 Estimation of system failure probability/distribution379

Let random variable Ps,t denote the system unreliability given all components observa-380

tions, i.e.381

Ps,t = P{Yt = 0|OW1 , ..., OWd
}382

= P{Yt = 0|ÕW}383

= P{Yt = 0|ÕWs}384

where ÕW is a randomly re-sampled observation pool deviated from OW1 , ..., OWd
with ns =

ñC elements according to the construction procedure mentioned in previous section; ÕWs is

obtained by applying the function ϕT (w) on each element in ÕW. Here given ÕW, for a fixed

instant of time t, we can apply the exactly same estimation method of failure probability as
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the one at component level by introducing the random interval [PL
s,t, P

U
s,t] where

PL
s,t = U(ks,t) ∼ Beta(ks,t, ns + 1− ks,t);PU

s,t = U(ks,t+1) ∼ Beta(ks,t + 1, ns − ks,t)

The expected value of US,t is then given by

E(Us,t) = 1− E(Rs,t) = E[Ps,t] ∈ [E(PL
s,t),E(PU

s,t))] = [
ks,t

ns + 1
,
ks,t + 1

ns + 1
] (10)

Using (2), the confidence interval at level 1− α for P is given by

[uL, uU ] = [I−1α/2(ks,t, ns + 1− ks,t), I−11−α/2(ks,t + 1, ns − ks,t)] (11)

The advantage of this method is that the probability distribution at system level is385

very complicated if we propagate the reliability distribution of each component using the386

structure function. For example, if all components follows exponential distribution, only387

a serial system has exponential distributed reliability. Our method uses directly empirical388

distribution functions which always exist and can present all possible distributions.389

4.4 Estimation of ks,t390

The pseudo observation pools ÕWs are randomly drawn from OW1 , ..., OWd
, we need to391

estimate the number of system failure ks,t among ns trials from ÕC(ÕWs).392

MLE estimation We firstly estimate empirically failure probability qi,t = P{Wi ≤ t|OWi
}393

for each system component394

q̂i,t =

∑ni

j=1 1wi,j≤t

ni
(12)395

and then calculate the empirical system unreliability by propagating component level mea-396

sures to system level, i.e.397

Ûs,t = R̄(q̂t) (13)398
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where q̂t = (q̂i,t, ..., q̂d,t). This method estimates ks,t by k̂s,t = Ûs,tns.

Algorithm 1 Estimate ks,t with MLE

Require: Component observations OW1 , ..., OWd
; instant t

for i = 1 to d do

Estimate component unreliability at instant t: q̂i,t =

∑ni

j=1 1{wi,j≤t}

ni
end for
Calculate the probability of system failure according to components unreliability: Ûs,t =
R̄(q̂t)
Estimate the value of ks,t: k̂s,t = Ûs,tns

399

Monte Carlo re-sampling/simulation For large systems, the propagation of proba-

bilistic measures are very complicated. Here we use Monte Carlo method to simulate the

construction of the pseudo system level lifetime observation pool ÕW = {ws,1, ..., ws,ns} with

ns = ñC trials inside and estimate empirically the number of failures having occurred before

given instant t using the definition equation

k̂s,t =
ns∑
j=1

1{ws,j≤t}

with N simulation executions.400

4.5 Case with empty/censored component observation pool(s)401

Consider that there are n′i samples O′Wi
= {w′i,1, ..., w′i,n′

i
} censored with maximal obser-

vation time tmaxi for a component Ci. The only information available is

w′i,j ∈ [tmaxi ,+∞), j = 1, ..., n′i, i = 1, ..., d

In order to merge the precise observation part and censored observations, the upper and

lower observation pools are built without additional assumption as follows

OL
Wi

= {wi,1, ..., wi,ni
, tmaxi , . . . , tmaxi︸ ︷︷ ︸

n′
i

} OU
Wi

= {wi,1, ..., wi,ni
,+∞, . . . ,+∞︸ ︷︷ ︸

n′
i

}
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Algorithm 2 Estimate ks,t with Monte Carlo re-sampling/simulation

Require: Component observations OW1 , ..., OWd
; number of simulation trials N ; instant t

for j = 1 to N do
for i = 1 to d do

if ni < ns then
Select randomly with replacement ns samples from OWi

: w̃i,1, ..., w̃i,ns

else
Select randomly without replacement ns samples from OWi

: w̃i,1, ..., w̃i,ns

end if
end for
for m = 1 to ns do

Construct pseudo system lifetime observations:
w̃s,m = ϕT (w̃1,m, ...., w̃d,m)

end for
ks,t,j =

∑ns

i=1 1{w̃s,i<t};
end for

Aggregate the sampled value of ks,t by average: k̂s,t =

∑N
j=1 ks,t,j

N

Then Ps,t can be presented in form of a random interval [PL
s,t, P

U
s,t]: P

L
s,t is the lower random

variable bound of P{Ws ≤ t|OL
W1
, ..., OL

Wd
} and PU is the upper random variable bound of

P{Ws ≤ t|OU
W1
, ..., OU

Wd
} so that

PL
s,t = U(k) ∼ Beta(kLs,t, ns + 1− kLs,t) PU

s,t = U(k+1) ∼ Beta(kUs,t + 1, ns − kUs,t) (14)

where kLs,t and kUs,t are numbers of system failures observed before instant t in pseudo obser-402

vations ÕL
W and ÕU

W which are deviated respectively from OL
W1
, ..., OL

Wd
and OU

W1
, ..., OU

Wd
.403

Both ÕL
W and ÕL

W are constructed by random re-sampling. Then algorithms estimating k̂Ls,t404

and k̂Us,t are given in Algorithms 3 and 4.405

Using (2), the confidence interval at level 1− α for Ps,t is given by

[uL, uU ] = [I−1α/2(k
L
s,t, ns + 1− kLs,t), I−11−α/2(k

U
s,t + 1, ns − kUs,t)]

406
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Algorithm 3 Estimate ks,t with MLE

Require: Component observations OW1 , ..., OWd
; instant t

for i = 1 to d do
if tmaxi < t then

Estimate component unreliability at instant t: q̂Li,t = q̂Ui,t =

∑ni

j=1 1{wi,j≤t}

ni + n′i
else

Estimate component unreliability at instant t:

q̂Li,t =

∑ni

j=1 1{wi,j≤t}

ni + n′i
; q̂Ui,t =

∑ni

j=1 1{wi,j≤t} + n′i

ni + n′i
end if

end for
Calculate the probability of system failure according to components unreliability: ÛL

s,t =

R̄(q̂Lt ); ÛU
s,t = R̄(q̂Ut )

Estimate the value of ks,t: k̂
L
s,t = ÛL

s,tns; k̂
U
s,t = ÛU

s,tns

Algorithm 4 Estimate ks,t with Monte Carlo re-sampling/simulation

Require: Component observations OW1 , ..., OWd
; number of simulation trials N ; instant t

for j = 1 to N do
for i = 1 to d do

Composite the upper and lower observation pools of component Ci with OWi
=

{wi,1, ..., wi,ni
}

OL
Wi

= {wi,1, ..., wi,ni
, tmaxi , . . . , tmaxi︸ ︷︷ ︸

n′
i

}; OU
Wi

= {wi,1, ..., wi,ni
,+∞, . . . ,+∞︸ ︷︷ ︸

n′
i

}

if ni + n′i < ns then
Select randomly with replacement ns samples from OL

Wi
and OL

Wi
respectively:

{w̃Li,1, ..., w̃Li,ns
}; {w̃Ui,1, ..., w̃Ui,ns

}
else

Select randomly without replacement ns samples from OL
Wi

and OL
Wi

respectively:
{w̃Li,1, ..., w̃Li,ns

}; {w̃Ui,1, ..., w̃Ui,ns
}

end if
end for
for m = 1 to ns do

Construct upper and lower pseudo system lifetime observations:
w̃Ls,m = ϕT (w̃L1,m, ...., w̃

L
d,m); w̃Us,m = ϕT (w̃U1,m, ...., w̃

U
d,m)

end for
Calculate the uppper and lower ks,t,j estimates: kLs,t,j =

∑ns

i=1 1{w̃L
s,i<t}; kUs,t,j =∑ns

i=1 1{w̃U
s,i<t}

end for

Aggregate the sampled value of ks,t by average: k̂Ls,t =

∑N
j=1 k

L
s,t,j

N
k̂Us,t =

∑N
j=1 k

U
s,t,j

N
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4.6 Complexity of algorithms407

In order to compare the complexity of our proposed methods with classical probabilistic408

assessment(PA) methods, we need to focus on the estimation of ks,t. The first proposed409

algorithm with MLE uses the classical assessment function R̄(q) (9) to estimate ks,t. This410

function requires the set of minimal cut-sets whose building algorithms as well as the func-411

tion’s inclusion-exclusion calculation have at least exponential complexity. In case of large412

scale systems, without truncation on cut-sets length or ignorance of some components, it is413

very difficult. While the second proposed algorithm with Monte Carlo simulation uses the414

function ϕT (w) which is easier to build. For example, for a fault tree composed of NG gates415

and d components, the complexity of function ϕT (w) is in order of O(NG.d). Besides, once416

the pseudo observations are obtained, there rests only light calculations for different instant417

of time t.418

By avoiding the NP-difficult MCS building procedure, the second proposed algorithm re-419

duces efficiently the execution cost (time/complexity) for estimating the system unreliability420

as well as its confidence interval.421

5 NUMERICAL APPLICATION422

5.1 Parallel/serial systems423

Consider a system composed of three independent components, C1, C2 and C3, whose424

lifetime observations are given in Table 1 (Fig. 2) with different possible structures shown425

in Fig. 3.426

Using Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 with N = 1000, ns = 4 and 1 − α = 0.95, we427

obtained results with negligible differences. In this case, the empirical reliability estimates428

PMLE, PJeffreys, and PUniform obtained by probabilistic structure function R(q̂t)(9) with q̂t429

given by (12) are always bounded by our upper and lower estimates. A system fails when the430

last working component in one of the minimal cut-set stops working. In our obtained stair-431

step graphs(Fig. 4), the instants where the estimation and the CI values drop correspond to432

one of component lifetime observations in OWi
(Table 1): 21 , 28, 30, 30, 36, 55, 56, 60, 73,433
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78, 84. The reliability of parallel systems mostly depends on the most reliable component434

which is C3 in our case. As shown in Fig. 4a, the result reliability measures do not start435

decreasing until the instant t = 56, the first failure point observation of component C3. The436

reliability of serial systems depends on the least reliable component which is C2 in our case;437

once one of the components fails the system fails. The curves stop decreasing on function438

of time after the instant t = 56 where the last samples of C2 fails(Fig. 4b). All components439

in the two previous examples have equal importance. The magnitude of each decrease is440

only propositional to the number of samples corresponding to this instant and the weight of441

such samples in their observation pool(1/ni). The two following systems combined parallel442

and serial structures so that the instants where system reliability estimates start and stop443

decreasing can be traced using the conclusion obtained in the previous examples. Meanwhile,444

the component’s importance becomes different comparing between components and varies on445

function of time and component reliability. In Structure 3, the decrease magnitudes caused446

by samples of C1 are different on function of time. The shapes of obtained curves are similar447

to the one of C1 reliability function. According to all available observations C3 is much more448

reliability than the parallel structure composed of the other two component, which indicates449

that C1 is critical to the system reliability given this structure and observations. In Structure450

4, the shape of all estimates especially PMLE is almost the same as the reliability function of451

C3. The serial part according to observations that we have fails much faster than C3 which is452

on parallel. In this specific case, C3 is critical to the system reliability, which confirms what453

we observed from our results. Moreover, we propose a comparison with approaches based454

on a uniform prior (β(1, 1)) and Jeffreys’ prior (β(1/2, 1/2)) . We choose the uniform prior455

because the results can be quite different from the MLE if both the number of observations456

and the number of failures are small. We choose the Jeffreys’ prior because it is invariant457

under re-parametrizations (the inference do not depend on how a model is parameterized).458

However, whereas Jeffreys’ prior is widely accepted in single parameter models, its use in459

multi-parameters models is more controversial. As we can see our proposed approach is more460
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conservative than the approaches based on different prior.461

5.2 Application on large systems (very large fault trees)462

In order to illustrate that our proposed approach can be applied efficiently to reliability463

studies of large systems, we consider the fault trees BAOBAB1 and BAOBAB2 (which464

are constituted of real-life fault trees using various sources) from Aralia benchmark1. The465

coherent fault trees BAOBAB1 and BAOBAB2 contain respectively 61 and 32 components466

and both have more than 4000 minimal cutsets (Table 2) such that the calculation of the467

system reliability using probabilistic assessment by propagation from component level is very468

expensive.469

The reference method is based on assumption that the lifetime of each component Ci,470

Wi follows an exponential distribution with constant failure rate µi estimated by maximum471

likelihood estimator(MLE): λ̂i =
ni∑ni

j=1wj,i
. The component unreliability at instant t is472

estimated by q̂i,t = 1−exp(−λ̂i.t). Then the reference method provides system reliability es-473

timate using Monte Carlo simulation with exponential hypothesis and failure rate estimation474

mentioned above for each component.475

In both examples, the component lifetime sample datasets(Table 3, Table 5) include476

censored parts with ni = 0 which means all n′i observations for a certain component Ci have477

value larger than the maximal observation time tmaxi (Table 4, Table 6). For the reference478

method, since all instants t where the component reliability will be calculated is smaller than479

tmaxi , we have λ̂i = 0 and q̂i,t = 0.480

We obtained reliability estimated value and confidence interval at level and 1−α = 0.95481

using Algorithm 4 with N = 1000 and ns = 4 as well as reference method with 10000482

simulations for both fault trees shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.483

As mentioned in previous examples, the instants where the results values drop correspond484

to one of component lifetime observations in OWi
. The reference method result is close485

1Fault trees distributed by Antoine Rauzy which can be found at:
http://www.itu.dk/research/cla/externals/clib/Aralia.zip
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to the lower estimated value EPL
s,t is always inside the confidence interval. The graphs486

presenting the upper and lower estimates and confidence interval bounds for system reliability487

have stair-step shapes while the reference methods gives smooth curves(MC Exp MLE).488

It is due to the fact that our method reflects exactly the information giving by available489

observations without any additional assumption comparing with the reference method which490

can be seen as infinitely precise as the curve is plotted. However, the exponential hypothesis491

on component lifetime distribution is not always confirmed, and the estimation of failure492

rate has very large variance when the size of observation pools is very limited(less than 30493

in our cases). Our method has advantages on these points especially using Monte Carlo494

re-sampling.495

6 CONCLUSION496

The random set theory is a mathematical theory which can handle in a unique frame-497

work both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. When the components are highly reliable,498

the random set theory and the construction of pseudo-system observations can be used to499

estimate upper and lower bounds of system reliability.500

It was illustrated that random set theory combined with Monte-Carlo re-sampling proce-501

dures is very practical in dealing with epistemic uncertainty due to the fact that we have only502

few or zero failure events of components. Based on our approach, we can estimate the sys-503

tem reliability within a range in the form of confidence interval. The reliability bounds were504

obtained after a reasonable number of simulations. We also proposed more efficient algo-505

rithms to adopt the framework of random set theory on large-scale systems by simulating the506

re-sampling procedure. The numerical results obtained for different system configurations507

confirm the solid theoretical foundation of the proposed approach.508

To summarize, our method presents two main advantages:509

• The robustness regarding epistemic uncertainty: Indeed our method reflects more510

adequately the epistemic uncertainty comparing to classical probabilistic approach.511
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Moreover, in our approach the epistemic uncertainty only depends on the amount512

observation contained in the observation pool which proves its robustness regarding513

epistemic uncertainty.514

• The efficiency comparing to traditional methods based on minimal links or cuts: Since515

we use a re-sampling method, system reliability can be derived without the need to516

evaluate the minimal cut sets as intermediate results. This has major implications517

for improving the efficiency of system reliability estimation.518

Future works will focus on discussing how to determine the parameters of our proposed519

algorithms (ns and N) as well as quantifying the error caused by the re-sampling step.520

We are also interested in applying our method on multi-state system reliability estimation521

and component importance evaluation. More specifically, The different system multi-state522

probabilities and system performance indices will be presented in form of random set bounded523

by random variables following Dirichlet distribution or Beta distribution so that interval form524

expected values and confidence intervals of system performance indices can be obtained.525
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Ci ni OWi

1 5 78 73 36 55 28
2 4 30 21 56 30
3 3 60 84 56

Table 1: Parallel/serial systems: Observation for three system components
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Fault tree BAOBAB1 BAOBAB2

Component number 61 32

Number of minimal cutsets 72 395
(max length=4)

Number of minimal cutsets 472 1025
(max length=5 )

Number of minimal cutsets 2684 4805
(max length=6)

Number of minimal cutsets 17432 4805
(max length=7)

Number of minimal cutsets 25892 4805
(max length=8)

Total number of minimal cutsets 46188 4805

Table 2: Complexity information about studied fault trees
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Ci ni OWi
Ci ni OWi

Ci ni OWi

1 0 23 3 35,42,2 45 3 54,66,46
2 1 20 24 0 46 4 3,30,7,145
3 0 25 4 93,111,117,23 47 2 18,10
4 5 24,12,33,134,25 26 0 48 2 68,46
5 4 4,28,3,39 27 2 73,35 49 3 124,17,9
6 5 20,26,41,30,24 28 4 138,5,48,30 50 2 160,34
7 0 29 2 73,94 51 4 38,9,67,12
8 0 30 0 52 1 227
9 3 88,42,8 31 4 41,78,15,57 53 4 31,62,155,144
10 2 33,25 32 4 26,152,1,250 54 3 1,9,2
11 5 16,16,19,51,3 33 2 145,6 55 0
12 3 117,89,32 34 1 61 56 0
13 0 35 2 7,59 57 4 3,31,4,5
14 1 123665 36 0 58 0
15 2 3200,1964 37 2 25,91 59 1 26
16 4 3986,466,1513,685 38 1 107 60 4 27,19,16,24
17 2 184,253 39 3 9,5,4 61 5 24,1,14,14,53
18 3 12,389,29 40 3 24,170,61
19 2 819,158 41 5 1,4,13,12,27
20 3 318,84,388 42 1 60
21 5 125,25,25,9,74 43 4 143,5,35,79
22 5 102,60,105,28,6 44 3 42,8,9

Table 3: BAOBAB1: Component Ci, i = 1, ..., d = 62
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Ci n′i tmaxi

1 2 1000
3 3 2000
7 3 2000
8 2 2000
13 2 1000
24 3 2000
26 3 2000
30 2 2000
36 2 1000
55 3 2000
56 3 2000
58 3 2000

Table 4: BAOBAB1: Component censored observations
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Ci ni OWi
Ci ni OWi

Ci ni OWi

1 1 223 12 1 528 23 2 67,19
2 2 28,253 13 2 269,767 24 1 16
3 3 2,23,20 14 1 122 25 2 3,15
4 4 20,28,18,99 15 3 105,638,1462 26 5 29,8,10,28,75
5 5 167,293,71,90,114 16 5 953,2570,1436,1670,3397 27 0
6 5 492,97,1287,704,620 17 5 708,1282,1133,3052,34 28 2 14,17
7 5 2068,35,1015,123,27 18 1 19 29 5 6,32,5,23,2
8 4 422,126,254,619 19 1 70 30 0
9 4 338,375,128,1823 20 0 31 3 10,1,3
10 5 1960,1504,1005,412,469 21 4 17,3,9,1 32 0
11 2 208,161 22 1 54

Table 5: BAOBAB2: Component Ci, i = 1, ..., d = 32
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Ci n′i tmaxi

20 2 1000
27 3 2000
30 3 2000
32 2 2000

Table 6: BAOBAB2: Component censored observations
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Figure 1: Expected values and confidence intervals of the component failure probability
(1− α = 0.95, n = 20, k = 0 : 20)
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Figure 2: Parallel/serial systems: Empirical reliability for three system components: C1 C2

and C3
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Figure 3: Parallel/serial systems: System structure of three-component system
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(a) Structure 1: Parallel system
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(b) Structure 2: Serial system
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(c) Structure 3: First two component in par-
allel and the third in series with them
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(d) Structure 4: First two component in se-
ries and the third in parallel with them

Figure 4: Parallel/serial systems: System reliability Rs,t with ns = 4
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Figure 5: Fault tree BAOBAB1: System reliability Rs,t with N = 1000 ns = 3 NMC = 10000
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Figure 6: Fault tree BAOBAB2: System reliability Rs,t with N = 1000 ns = 3 NMC = 10000
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